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 Stoughton DEI Taskforce 
 Strategic Planning Subcommittee Report Aug 3, 2022 


 Subcommittee members Sarah Esmond, Renee Wilberg, and Sharon Meilahn Bartlett 
 have been meeting weekly with a primary goal of creating a survey for City employees 
 to share their knowledge about and experience with DEI activities, learn who lends DEI 
 leadership and what resources might currently exist. We want to get a feel for what 
 assets and opportunities we have and what may need to be done to prepare and 
 present a strategic plan, particularly how to frame it in such a way as to encourage City 
 leadership and employees’ investment in it. 


 Over the next month or so, we are piloting the survey to get feedback on the current 
 format (readability, time required to complete, unanticipated challenges to completing, 
 etc.) to refine it before inviting City employees to take it. A survey was proposed in the 
 agenda of the July 2022 meeting. Since then, Mayor Tim Swadley has offered to 
 collaborate with us and be a ‘first responder’! We would also like our fellow Taskforce 
 members to take the survey. This would afford us the opportunity to get to know each 
 other and assess our Taskforce skills and assets AND to secure needed review and 
 feedback on the survey format itself. Sharon will invite Taskforce members with a link to 
 the survey and instructions. To stay true to our grassroots/open records commitment, 
 please send your comments and/or questions about the survey exercise to Sharon 
 ONLY who will collate these for sharing out.  


 Sarah, Sharon, and Jean Ligocki recently had a productive exchange with Mayor Tim 
 Swadley about the survey and about establishing web presence for the Taskforce. 
 We’re awaiting assistance from others the Mayor wants to connect with before we can 
 move forward. 


 Of note: 
 The Taskforce requested independent webspace in late May; in late June, we learned 
 we cannot operate an independent site, but the city will provide us a landing page. We 
 have not yet received updates from City personnel on how this will be transacted. 


 In early July we requested (by email) guidance on a potential survey platform for 
 deploying the survey to employees. We also requested information about the 
 demographics of the current City workforce. We have not yet received answers from 
 City personnel. 








6/1/2022  
 
In Attendance: Sharon Bartlett, Amanda P, Jean Jigocki, Lauren Roeven, Linda Schaefer,  
Mary -Library, Renee, Sarah Esmond, Sarah -Chamber, Mary B-G, Amanda Burian 
 
Jean is delegating tasks to broaden the group's leadership positions. 
Land Acknowledgement was adopted by: 
Note taking was adopted by: Amanda B. 
 
Not quite at quorum. 
 
Rules to establish Safety and Comfort to encouraging Honest sharing and growth 


• Come Prepared- read the meeting minutes agenda and other documentation shared 
• Show Common Courtesy and Etiquette, this is a safe space for all to collaborate 
• Be Trusting of Others and Self, Share your truth and hear others truths as well 
• Confidentiality, What is said here, stays here. Only share your stories- not others 
• There are no dumb questions, be kind, open andcommunicative. No Judgements 
• Be Mindful of Others’: time, space, needs & opinions Reach Out to Acknowledge them 


 
Question from Sarah at the Chamber about time- being one hour meetings instead? 


Answer from Jean that we haven’t yet gotten to the point of only needing one hour but that we 
are very mindful of staying on topic, using time wisely, starting and ending promptly.  


 
Sharon suggests: Developing roles: note taker, task keeper- to keep on task and not exhaust 
time on one subject, equity moderator - selected each meeting quickly at the start of meetings to 
keep on mission, Integrity moderator- Facilitator- someone to open the meeting & guide agenda. 
 
Sarah - Chamber- do we have a chair? Answer from Jean we are more allies, and advocates, 
grass roots to make a change and Sarah E. we are working towards a set strategy and plans 
together but are still in the planning stages and looking to grow this together using community. 
 
Jean, Sarah and Sharon work towards incorporating city officials, employees and members into 
our mission by surveying them and asking questions related to what they see or need. 
 
Next meeting stays the first Wednesday of the month but Jean will be out of town. She will invite 
Mayor Swadley to attend and facilitate. Sharon or Sarah E volunteer to help if that falls through. 
 
Seeking funds & budget ideas, from arpa grants and for implementing things. Possibly: Work 
groups- education and strategic plan, communications web page, events… 
 
Events: 
Syttende Mai was a super successful event! People felt welcomed, safe, excited to see the 
unique and amazing offerings. It was emotional, exciting, SUCCESSFUL, Empowering! A 
collaboration of Eyes of Hope, The Undivided, Stoughton Resettlement, Families for Equity, 
Mosaicos, DEI Task force- invigorating, supportive an all encompassed feeling of belonging. 
Sarah from the chamber says next year the Chamber will be happy to help with festivities. 
 
Sarah E will coordinate a meeting between the Hub, the Undivided & others to spread the news 
about the beauty that happend at Syttende Mai. Also to connect Chamber to the Undivided to 
empower the kids with connection, and let them express their feedback from event. 







 
Syttende Mai banner will be hung at the library by the cranes 
 
Linda S is the task keeper at this meeting- keeping us moving! :) 
 
Laura mentioned the Pride cookies made a huge profit- enough to create pride flag with power 
fist signs to sell at Juneteenth event- for donation- not for a certain price- pay what you can. 
 
More things we can help with: Plan and facilitate a Stoughton Pride event? Get out and Vote 
event? Information on how to run for office, shared resources- Sharon got permission for the 
library to share its resources with the DEI taskforce. 
 
Must create diversity on council- to encourage leadership opportunities and civil participation. 
Must keep showing up to show people they are welcomed, safe and invited to be present 
 
Possibly a table for recruiting staff at the Juneteenth event- for the hospital, Wendigo, others? 
 
Juneteenth has 15 plus items scheduled- possibly space for a recruiting table if manned 
 
ARPA funds for covid recovery- small window to ask for funds- Possibly ask for funds to create 
a scholarship program -where we pay out the interest to area teens, make tshirts, support our 
strategic plan. 
 
Work groups: Education & Awareness, Strategic plan sub group, okay to share these resources 
with all community members who seek to benefit from the knowledge we compile.  
 
Renee UW funding is internal 
 
Linda- LGBTQ Outreach - fall community presentation for Stoughton health and community 
members. Possible DEI Partnerships 
 
Sarah E & Sharon- Questions for city, task force, & community- sharing resources & 
collaboration, tried to frame we want to learn and participate and make contributions also. 
 
Next Meeting July 6, on Zoom- Possibly a hybrid meeting August or September. 
 








Stoughton DEI Task Force 


Third Organizing meeting      May 4, 2022     6:30pm on Zoom 


Attending: Dayna Verstegen, Dee Roberson, George Carlson, Jean Ligocki, Laura Roeven, Renee Wilber, Sarah Esmond 


Sharon Meilahn Bartlett (first 20 minutes) and Will Clifton 


Land Acknowledgement 


Structuring Ourselves/Scope 


• Continued discussion on how Open Meetings Law may impact our structure and desire to work from the 


grassroots 


• Continued discussion significance of providing a DEI focus for our city 


• Introduction and adoption of using consensus for group process on matters of discussion, content and non-


financial matters (less formalized matters) 


• Will still vote on matters of finances, non-consensus, significant strategic plan points and like matters  (more 


formal matters) 


• Most likely will utilize three smaller work groups: Education/Awareness, Schools and Strategic Plan 


• Unanimous vote to table the consideration of working outside the City structure 


• Voted to hold one monthly meeting and three members preferred the first Wednesday over the second 


Wednesday; the remaining members could attend either Wednesday 


 


Upcoming Events 


• Syttende Mai Table  May 13th & 14th (Friday evening & Saturday) 


o Collaboration with Eyes of Hope/Girl2Girl, Mosaicos, SRAP, The Undivided, StoDEI 


o Ready to go 


• Bike Rodeo  June 3rd   Friday evening 5-7pm 


o Kegonsa Elementary 


o Does Yoli need volunteers/resources? 


• Juneteenth/Pride Month Celebration   Sunday  June 19th 


o Chorus Public House secured 


o Early planning stages 


Meeting Ended at 8pm 


 


Next Meeting: Wednesday, June 1, 2022   6:30-8pm on Zoom 


 Agenda Items:       Ground Rules 


       Seeking ARPA funds/Budget 


       Working Groups:  


Education/Awareness 


Strategic Plan 


Update/Collaborating with Schools 


       Webspace/Public Communication 


   Events 


          Report on Syttende Mai 


          Upcoming/brainstorm on beyond Summer    


If time permits: 


Goals & Mission 


 







Stoughton DEI Task Force 


Third Organizing meeting      May 11, 2022     6:30pm on Zoom 


Attending: Amanda Burian, Jean Ligocki, Linda Schaefer, Mary Bergeson-Gallun, Michelle Van Matre-Keis and Sharon 


Meilahn Bartlett 


Land Acknowledgement 


Structuring Ourselves/Scope 


• Continued discussion on how Open Meetings Law may impact our structure and desire to work from the 


grassroots 


• Continued discussion significance of providing a DEI focus for our city 


• Introduction and adoption of using consensus for group process on matters of discussion, content and non-


financial matters (less formalized matters) 


• Will still vote on matters of finances, non-consensus, significant strategic plan points and like matters  (more 


formal matters) 


• Most likely will utilize three smaller work groups: Education/Awareness, Schools and Strategic Plan 


• Unanimous vote to table the consideration of working outside the City structure 


• Voted to hold one monthly meeting with attending members having no preference of the first Wednesday or 


the second Wednesday 


 


Upcoming Events 


• Syttende Mai Table  May 13th & 14th (Friday evening & Saturday) 


o Collaboration with Eyes of Hope/Girl2Girl, Mosaicos, SRAP, The Undivided, StoDEI 


o Ready to go 


• Bike Rodeo  June 3rd   Friday evening 5-7pm 


o Kegonsa Elementary 


o Does Yoli need volunteers/resources? 


• Juneteenth/Pride Month Celebration   Sunday  June 19th 


o Chorus Public House secured 


o Early planning stages 


Meeting Ended at 8pm 


 


Next Meeting: Wednesday, June 1, 2022   6:30-8pm on Zoom 


 Agenda Items:       Ground Rules 


       Seeking ARPA funds/Budget 


       Working Groups:  


Education/Awareness 


Strategic Plan 


Update/Collaborating with Schools 


       Webspace/Public Communication 


   Events 


          Report on Syttende Mai 


          Upcoming/brainstorm on beyond Summer    


If time permits: 


Goals & Mission 


 





		DEI minutes 5-4-22

		DEI minutes 5-11-22






     Messenger     9


Wisconsin’s open meetings law, enacted 
by the state legislature in 1975, requires 
that all meetings of governmental bodies 


be open to the public. Found in sections 19.81 
through 19.98 of the Wisconsin Statutes, it begins 
with a statement of policy: because a representative 
government is “dependent on an informed electorate 
… the public is entitled to the fullest and most 


complete information concerning the affairs of government as is 
compatible with the conduct of government business.”1 


This policy goal is particularly important on the local level, for it is there 
that the affairs of government affect the public daily. Municipalities 
provide services and implement procedures on which we all rely. The 
services include public safety, courts, roads and bridges, snow plowing, 
solid waste and recycling pickup, water, sewer, zoning, permitting, 
public health, and libraries. The procedures include rules for petitions, 
appeals, and in general the opportunity to be heard. 


Apart from requiring that all meetings of governmental bodies be open 
to the public, the law creates a presumption that the public is entitled to 
receive full and complete information about meetings—including prior 
notice and a detailed agenda—any time a governing body engages in 
government business, unless a specific exception applies. 


The law applies to all “governing bodies.” This includes not only a 
primary governing body but also boards, commissions, committees, 
councils, departments, or formally constituted subunits created by 
constitution, statute, ordinance, rule, or order.2


The law applies to “meetings” of governing bodies. This term includes the 
kinds of activity normally thought of as meetings, but it can also include 
a lot more. If one-half or more of the members of the governing body 
are present, the meeting is presumed to be “for the purpose of exercising 
the responsibilities, authority, power or duties delegated to or vested in 
the body.” The term does not, however, include “any social or chance 
gathering or conference provided it is not intended to avoid the law.”3


Wisconsin courts consider the purpose of the gathering and the number 
of members of the body present. The absence of a majority of the 
members is not always determinative. In some situations, the number 
of members who may control the outcome of an issue is less than a 
quorum of the governing body. This is called a “negative quorum.” For 
example, on issues that are subject to a two-thirds vote, the gathering 
of three of seven members—a sufficient number to defeat proposed 
action by the governing body—is subject to the open meetings law if 
the gathering is for the purpose of discussion, decision, or information-
gathering related to that issue.4 


The law may also apply to a series of gatherings, each one of which 
includes less than a controlling number of members. For instance, 
if four of seven members can control the outcome of the matter, the 
law may be violated if Member A discusses the issue with Member B, 
then later discusses the issue with Members C and D. That series of 
discussions could constitute a “meeting” of four members even though 
not all four were present at the same time. The courts refer to this as a 
“walking quorum” and subject it to the same requirements that apply to 
other meetings of governing bodies to promote the purpose of the open 
meetings law.5


Even a telephone call made for the purpose of engaging in government 
business can be a meeting if a controlling number of members participate 
in the call. The same goes for e-mail communications—particularly in 
connection with features such as “forward” and “reply to all.”6 


A key element of the open meetings law is the notice required prior to 
any meeting.7 There are two general requirements. First, the presiding 
officer or designee must communicate notice to the public. This is 
usually done by posting the notice on the municipality website and 
places likely to be seen by the general public (municipal notice boards), 
or by publication in some circumstances.8 In most cases the public notice 
must be given at least 24 hours prior to commencement of the meeting.9 


Second, every public notice must set forth the time, date, place, and 
subject matter of the meeting.10 Each agenda item ordinary should 
appear on the notice.11 


The definition section of the statute is detailed, and Wisconsin courts 
have interpreted the law broadly. A governing body is engaged in 
governmental business when its members gather simply to hear 
information on a matter within the body’s authority. The members need 
not actually discuss the matter or otherwise interact with one another to 
be engaged in governmental business.12 


The open meetings law allows the governing body to go into closed 
session (without members of the public present) under certain 
circumstances.13 Most commonly, closed sessions involve personnel 
matters, competitive bid or bargaining issues, or conferences with legal 
counsel who will advise the governing body on litigation strategy.


The requirements of the open meetings law may seem burdensome 
and legalistic—and in some instances socially awkward—but they 
make some sense. Put yourself in the shoes of a citizen who may feel 
differently than you do about an issue. That citizen would want, and 
should enjoy, equal notice of and access to a gathering of the members 
of the governing body addressing the issue, and the opportunity to 
be heard at that gathering if public comment is permitted. The open 
meetings law protects the right of each citizen to attend and observe 
open session meetings of governing bodies and to know in advance 
what will be discussed. 


Meetings of governing bodies have both formal and informal aspects. 
The formal elements of public meetings are the most obvious. Each has 
its own parliamentary procedures. Each is a business meeting. Each is 
noticed in advance with an agenda. 


On the other hand, most governing bodies try to make their meetings 
welcoming. In the appropriate time, place, or manner—and consistent 
with the open meetings law—governing bodies often allow for and 
receive public comment.14 


That’s our concise guide. It sometimes appears to well-meaning 
reformers that a governing body’s rules and procedures are erected to 
keep elected officials at arms-length from their constituents. But these 
rules and procedures are informed not by stuffiness or rigidity but by 
legal requirements. The notion, for instance, that municipalities could 
be stronger and government more inclusive if elected officials and 
residents would get together informally from time to time in a “town 
hall” setting to exchange ideas and information is not workable. The 
open meetings law doesn’t permit it. 


A Short Guide to the Wisconsin Open 
Meetings Law
Attorney Douglas H. Frazer, DeWitt Ross & Stevens


continued page 24







When it comes to the open meetings law, formality trumps familiarity 
in just about every case.15 


Douglas H. Frazer, Northwestern 1985, is a shareholder with DeWitt Ross 
& Stevens in its Metro Milwaukee office.


1Wis. Stat. § 19.81(1).
2Wis. Stat. § 19.82(1).
3Wis. Stat. § 19.82(2).
4See State ex rel. Newspapers Inc. v. Showers, 135 Wis. 2d 77, 102-03, 398 N.W.2d 154, 165-66 
(1987).
5Id.
669 Wis. Op. Att’y. Gen. 143 (1980).
7Wis. Stat. § 19.84.
8See 65 Wis. Op. Att’y. Gen. 250 (1976). 
9Wis. Stat. § 19.84(3).
10Wis. Stat. § 19.84(2).
11See State ex rel. Buswell v. Tomah Area School District, 2007 WI 71, 301 Wis. 2d 178, 732 N.W.2d 
804.
12Showers, 135 Wis. 2d at 92.
13Wis. Stat. § 19.85.
14Wis. Stat. § 19.84(2) (“The public notice of a meeting … may provide for a period of public 
comment, during which the body may receive information from members of the public.”). No 
right exists under the open meetings law for the public to speak or participate in a meeting.
15For fuller discussions on the subject, see Block, “An Intro to Understanding Wisconsin’s Open 
Meetings Law,” Wisconsin Lawyer (Dec. 2015); Block and Rutledge, The Wisconsin Public Records 
and Open Meetings Handbook, State Bar of Wisconsin PINNACLE® (5th ed. 2016); Wis. Att’y 
Gen., Wisconsin Open Meetings Law Compliance Guide (2015); and Silverman, “Understanding 
and Complying with Wisconsin’s Open Meetings Law,” The Municipality (July 2010).


Open Meetings continued from p. 9












ARPA funding request possibilities for StoDEI Task Force so far 


From Amanda Potratz:  


We need a significant endowment fund ($100,000 minimum) to be able to build upon and then draw off the interest 


generated for specific projects. The goal will be to create opportunities for individuals who have traditionally had more 


difficulty accessing economic resources.  


These funds could also be used to offer scholarships for students of underrepresented and underserved populations 


who will be attending higher education. Increasing the opportunities available for Stoughton youth to attend higher 


education institutions will improve the rates of income inequality by reducing some financial barriers facing minority 


students. The ability to participate in higher education increases the earning potential of Stoughton youth and 


encourages families of minority children to attend school at SASD because they feel supported by the Stoughton 


community. 


These funds could be used to offer free interview and business wear for individuals who are not able to afford the 


wardrobe necessary to secure a job or educational opportunity. 


These funds could be used for business grants for individuals of underrepresented and underserved populations. Some  


areas of business carry more risk (restaurants for example) and are difficult to obtain loans for. Additionally, minority 


individuals are less likely to already have banking leverage from home equity or other sources, may not have monetary 


family support and are less likely to be independently wealthy - all creating difficulties in obtaining funding for a start-up. 


Offering Business grants to minority individuals would increase their participation in city leadership roles, reduce 


poverty rates among underrepresented populations in our city, and revitalize the business districts in Stoughton after 


the ravages of COVID-19. 


These funding options are a two-fold idea that encourages minority students to participate in higher education and so 


they might return to Stoughton to start a local small business thereby increasing minority leadership with the city, 


revitalizing the Stoughton economy, reduce income disparities among underserved and underrepresented populations 


in Stoughton, and draw families to the area. 


 


From Sarah Esmond: 


$$ to support DEI taskforce and city DEI uptake: 


• communications:  consultant fees, technology (laptop, software / licenses) for creating online repository, 


webpage or site, online surveying; designing/branding offerings and otherwise LIFTING UP messaging across 


city departments and via social media that is DEI values related (so public can see/access) 


• respite support for neighbors who want to take part in/engage in the work but who have elder/childcare 


responsibilities (so need coverage)  


• registration for City employees and taskforce members to attend anti-racism training classes or participating 


in online course work or attending a conference or seminar (perhaps this can extend existing workforce 


development investments?) 


• meeting expenses, honoraria/incentives for giving participants (neighbors) who gather for 


listening/feedback sessions on innovations city could adopt 


• incentives for gathering youth for feedback sessions (valuing their time) and/or employing them in roles to 


support DEI activities  


• annual and one-off event sponsorships 


 


 


 


 







From Tess Bergeson-Gallun: 


 


• video/documentary ideas (will be discussing further in July) 


 


 








Stoughton DEI Task Force Questions- 
DRAFT Survey for City Employees  


 


Survey for City Employees 


Hello from the City of Stoughton Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) taskforce!  Established in March, 
in response to an open invitation from Mayor Tim Swadley, we are neighbors interested in amplifying 
the voices of diverse communities within Stoughton. Through engagement and listening, we’re 
identifying issues and barriers that may limit Stoughton neighbors from full participation in and 
benefit of civic life.  Anyone is welcome to participate on the taskforce, as we all have contributions to 
make.   


 
Recognizing DEI efforts may already be underway across City offices, we want to learn from your 
experiences, successes and unanticipated challenges or outcomes.  We’re seeking to jumpstart 
engagement with (INSERT NAME OF CITY OFFICE HERE) to get informed and identify ways to establish 
and/or support DEI initiatives to realize our shared DEI vision. 


 


Sample self-assessment items:  


 


Diversity, Equity and Inclusion values can be enacted in different ways across many settings, 
including within the workplace.   
 


A. How familiar are you with the terms “diversity,” “equity,” and “inclusion” and how they 
relate to each other? 


1. I have never heard of them or I have heard of them but I don’t know what they mean. 
2. I have a vague idea what the terms mean and their differences. 
3. I have a clear idea of their definitions and differences 
4. I can explain each and I have effectively applied/used in different settings. 


  
B. How familiar are you with the term “______________” and what it means? 


a. I have never heard of it 
b. I have a vague idea what the term means 


c. I have a clear idea of the term but haven’t studied it 
d. I can explain what it is and I have studied it in previous classes. 


  
C. How familiar are you with the idea that _____________________? 


1. I have never heard of it 
2. I have heard of the idea but don’t remember what it is 
3. I have some idea what it is, but not too clear 
4. I know what it is, and could explain what it’s means 
5. I know what it is and could use it to analyze something like a book or a film 


 


 
 
 







Sample Skills checklist  


 
The list below reflects some common themes and identities you may have knowledge about or have 
personal experience with. It’s not intended to be a complete list; we’re seeking to identify opportunities 
to connect and collaborate, learning more about which topics, if any, resonate with you. Your 
knowledge and experience will inform the City and encourage inclusion of diverse perspectives and 
communities in civic activities. 


 
__ Anti-racism  ___ Gender equality        __ LGTBQIA topics            ___ First Nations peoples 
__ Accessibility  ___ Social justice            __ Grassroots organizing ___ Voting/civic engagement 
__ Healthcare     ___ Economic well-being    __ Social services         ___ Technology/Digital Divide  
__ Public safety  ___ Healthy Aging       __ Healthy Agriculture ?   
 
__ Other (please describe) ___________________________________________________________ 


 
Open Ended Items 
These next items invite more detailed responses given we all possess or have an opportunity to further 
refine our DEI fluency.  Sometimes we use common language but overlook whether we share common 
meanings of these terms.  There is tremendous value in learning different meanings and understandings 
in this work.  Will you take a few minutes to thoughtfully respond to these items intended to inform our 
learning? 


 
1. Are there definitions of diversity, equity and inclusion that you rely on?  YES / NO 
2. If yes, please explain a bit about them. 
3. If no, share anything you like about how you understand the terms. 
4. Having an understanding of DEI language is part of our work, but we invite examples of what 


sorts of actions reflect being ‘inclusive’.  What kinds of actions are inclusive in your opinion?   
5. If you were invited to share about how you personally take action/s to be inclusive, what would 


you share about? (Example: welcoming regardless of a person’s identity markers)? 


 
It’s not uncommon to look to others to lead or initiate DEI work; sometimes we make assumptions 
about or question who should be leading this work and figuring out role/s that we can play and make 
contributions.   These next items seek to understand how you activate DEI values… 


 
6. As you think about INCLUSION, how are you inclusive and/or how could you be more inclusive? 


Share your ideas or steps that you’ve taken that have been effective 
7. As you think about EQUITY, are there actions you have taken to be more equitable?   
8. How do you enact DEI values in your work for the City of Stoughton?  
9. How do you access/share resources (resources you control and/or that others control)?  
10. Are there particular offices or other entities within the City infrastructure that you rely on?   
11. Are there entities outside of the City of Stoughton infrastructure (non profits, service orgs, etc) 


that you look to?   
12. What do you rely on them for? 
13. Enacting DEI values requires resources.  Are there existing resources that you think might be 


particularly useful for supporting DEI activities?  YES / NO / MAYBE 
14. Do you have access to these resources?  YES / NO / MAYBE 
15. Can you help get access?   YES / NO / MAYBE 
16. As a community, what DEI values would you like to see enacted?   







17. What would tell you Stoughton has achieved that step? 
18. As an individual, what DEI values would you like to enact?   
19. What is one thing you can do to reach one or more of them? 


 
CONCLUSION (As part of survey submission/thank you message) 


1. [We would explain how we intend to apply the answers to these questions.] 
2. [Ask:] Would you be willing to share more with the task force? If so, please provide your name 


and email here.  


 


_____________________________________________________________________________ 


REFLECTIONS on the SURVEY and STRATEGIC PLAN 


BACKGROUND: 


Sarah/Sharon/Renee volunteered to strategize about how to collect information from Stoughton City 
Employees and from members of the DEI Taskforce.  We created DRAFT surveys for each group.  Our 
efforts are to learn what City employees may already be doing in relation to DEI and to encourage our 
Taskforce members to gain greater familiarity with one another’s backgrounds, skills and interests to 
more rapidly leverage our assets and move our work charge forward. 


 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES   


We all struggle with post COVID ‘new normal’ but neighbors who were already disadvantaged due to 
racism, health literacy, lack of access to medical care, wealth inequities, etc are struggling more.  Their 
ability to engage equitably in civic life is essential.  


Enacting DEI values is both an individual and a shared responsibility. 


Mistakes happen; it’s possible to acknowledge them and to commit to moving forward with integrity. 


Feeling challenged (and uncertain, concerned, frustrated and/or anxious) when doing this work is not 
uncommon.  Also common to experience peace, joy, surprise, growth and connection! 


What Does Success Look Like?: Demonstrable examples of DEI values being enacted across City 
workforce – top down/bottom up and across units that partner or collaborate for particular reasons.  


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








 OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA 


 
Notice is hereby given that the DEI Task Force of the City of Stoughton, Wisconsin   


will hold a regular or special meeting as indicated on the date, time and location given below. 
 


 


 
Meeting of the: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Task Force 


Date/Time: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 @ 6:30 p.m. Central Time (US and Canada) 


Location: Join Zoom Meeting 


 https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84328488960?pwd=TUcrR2d5azdBSHU4THpiSkNZQjhJUT09 
 Meeting ID: 843 2848 8960 


Passcode: 699875 
One tap mobile 
+13017158592,,84328488960#,,,,*699875# US (Washington DC) 
+13126266799,,84328488960#,,,,*699875# US (Chicago) 
Find your local number: https://us06web.zoom.us/u/k2vqDDyS2 


 
Members:  Amanda Burian, Amanda Potratz, Dayna Verstegen, Dee Roberson, Denise Rosby, Donald Rosby, Jean 


Ligocki, Linda Schaefer, Mary Bergeson-Gallun (and Tess Bergeson-Gallun), Michelle VanMatre-Keis, 
Renee Wilberg, Sarah Esmond, Sharon Meilahn Bartlett, Will Clifton, George Carlson 


 


 
1. Call to Order 


2. Land Acknowledgement 


3. Communications 


4. Approve 5-4-22 and 5-11-22 minutes 


 OLD BUSINESS  


5. WorkGroups - Awareness/Education (A/E), Strategic Plan, Schools status reports 


6. Events   Juneteenth 


 NEW BUSINESS  


7. Discussion/Consensus on Roles for Effective Meeting   


8. Discussion/Consensus on GroundRules 


9. Discussion/Consensus or may need Vote on seeking ARPA Funds for initial budget  


10. WorkGroups - Awareness/Education Survey for our group; join A/E or Strategic Plan;  Strategic Plan 
readying Survey for City Departments/Staff; update on SASD DEI Coordinator; add an Events 
WorkGroup? 


11. Webspace from the City and social media options 


12. Upcoming Events  (including brainstorm on events beyond Summer) 


FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS/Guests: 


13. Goals & Mission Language 


14. Adjournment 


 


cc. Mayor Swadley, Department Heads, Council, Attorney Matt Dregne, Library Clerical Asst., Receptionists, Stoughton 
Newspapers/Wisc State Journal *Note: An expanded meeting may constitute a quorum of the Council. Meeting may close 
per Statutes 19.85 (1)(b)to consider the licensing of a person, then reopen for regular course of business. 


 


Item # AGENDA 



https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84328488960?pwd=TUcrR2d5azdBSHU4THpiSkNZQjhJUT09

https://us06web.zoom.us/u/k2vqDDyS2





Dial by your location 
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC) 
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
Meeting ID: 843 2848 8960 
Passcode: 699875 
Find your local number: https://us06web.zoom.us/u/k2vqDDyS2 


 



https://us06web.zoom.us/u/k2vqDDyS2



